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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis:  

+ The thesis attempts a systematic presentation of the theoretical issues of Islamism, which is trying to 

clarify the terminology: Islamism, mainstream Islam (Islamic fundamentalis), radical Islam (Islamic 

extremis), the mean from terrorism ... to which indicates the basic idea of the two basic tendencies of 

orthodox Islamism is Islam and radical Islam, which is associated with the extreme conservative and 

political issues, religion and all aspects of social life. 

+ Based on the reality of globalization, the thesis put Islam movement in the interaction with the 

fundamentals of economic globalization, democrati, secular and modernized to clarify impossible in 

the political agenda or that Islamism in the name of religion. 

+ In particular, theoretically, the thesis is based on The Qur’an to analyze, compare and clarify 

allegations that Islamism offers, imposed on the Muslim world is totally unfounded, base according to 

the will of Allah and go against what the Prophet has delivered lecture. 

+ One of the efforts of the thesis has tried to clarify the underlying causes leading to the emergence of 

Islamic fundamentalism and mainstream Islam extremist movement. There, the thesis points out, the 



emergence of Islamism is a combination of many factors. The cause of the world's major internal and 

external factors Islam, coming from the West and America. 

+ On the basis of this analysis, the thesis proposes a number of solutions to mitigate the instability, 

conflict in the Muslim world and in the world. It is necessary to change from both sides, the side of the 

Muslims and non - Muslim. 

- New results of the thesis are:  

Firstly, the thesis contributes to clarification of Islamism concept, points out denotation of this 

terminology including many theories, movements and realistic trends. In which, the thesis only selects 

two objects considered as the most typical to analyze Islamism in the reality of globalization, which are 

orthodox Islam trend and extreme Islam trend.  

Secondly, the thesis contributes to clarification of reasons for currently emerged issues of Islamism on 

the basis of comparison with The Qur’an and Islam's precepts. 

12. Practical applicability:  

Pointing out connotation of Islamism terminology and analyses reasons of appearance as well as 

movement trend of Islamism has value of reference for policymaking activities of Vietnam towards 

Islamic countries in the trend of contemporary integration and globalization.  

13. Further research directions: 

Currently, issues of ethnic conflict, terrorism in the name of Terrorist Islamism, etc., is increasing. 

“Islamic World” is reviving, rising up and becoming hot point in the international life. In that context, 

defining connotation of Islamism concept; differentiating it with Islam, analysing and explaining 

complex expressions of Islamism, then pointing out that Islamism cannot represent the entire Islam 

civilization - this is necessary in both awareness aspect and practical action.   

Especially in Vietnam, research works on Islamism is very fresh, not systematic, has not entered into 

the most essential issues of this religious trend in divinity aspect and ontology aspect to aware of and 

behave towards it. With such intensive researches on Islamism, it will contribute to management and 

behaviour orientation towards this religion, and also anticipation of occurrence ability related to Islam 

during integration and development of the country.  

These are next research directions to be executed to expand practical significance of this thesis.  
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